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The Tomb of Menna (TT 69) Conservation and Documentation Project, a sponsored

project of Georgia State University and the Egyptian Antiquities Conservation Project (EAC)

and American Research Center in Egypt (ARCE) rvorking in collaboration with the European

Center for Archaeometry at the University of Lidge, University ofGhent and the Centre de

recherche et de restauration des musdes de France (C2RMF). and in close cooperation with

the Supreme Council of Antiquities. completed its flrst season fiom September 2''d to

December lfth 2007. The Menna Project would like to thank Dr. Zahi Hawass, Secretary

General ofthe Supreme Council of Antiquities, Dr. Sabry Abdel Aziz. Director General lor

the Antiquities of the Nile Valley. Magdy Ghandour, General Director of Foreign Missions

Affairs, Dr. Monsour Bouriq. Director General of Antiquities- Luxor and Upper Egypt, Dr.

Ali Asfar, Director General of Antiquities in West Thebes, and our inspectors. Imad Abdalla

Abdel Ghany and Ayman Mohamed Ibrahim Imad for their help and support.

Four work phases were completed during the Fall 2007 season. From the 2l

September - l6 October 2007, the tomb and its environs were surveyed to create the first

exact floor plan ofthe tomb (Figure l) and a net ofmeasured points inside ofthe tomb

chapel (Figure 2). At the roughly the same time, from September I lth until October 2l'1, the

firsl stage ofphotography completed the documentation ofthe tomb chapel in a series ofhigh

resolution digital images, ca. 60 Mb each. The initial conservation phase in the tomb

extended from l5rh October until lTth November 2007, and fiom lTrr'November until l9'h

December 2007, the archaeometry phase rvas conducted to document the physical and

chemical properties ofthe painting, plaster, binders and resins. On l9'h December 2007. the

Tomb of Menna Project ended a very successful iour-month season, and anticipates its

second season to begin on August 24'l'2008.

Work began on September 8tl'2007 with the removal of the concrete and pebble floor
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inside the chapel. This older floor was broken up at the comers ofthe chapel and had large

cracks running through major portions ofthe floor (Figure 3). Integrated with the older floor

were l4 square stone emplacements, six in each wing ofthe broad hall and eight in the long

hall, which anchored a previous iron rail barrier system; only 3 cm. ofthe iron rods remain of

this earlier system (Figure 4). The stone emplacements were slightly higher than the floor

which made it necessary for the existing barrier system to integrate the stones. The current

barrier was formed ofwooden stands lightly cemented to the floor, each measuring ca. 1,60 x

1,40 x .40 cm., holding pane glass panels (Figure 5). Unfortunately. the bases did not hold

the glass panes securely which resulted in many broken panels that could harm visitors or

topple into the decoration. After discussion with Dr. Ali Asfar and members of the SCA' the

Menna Project decided to remove the square stone emplacements to allow tbr the

construction ofa new barrier system that would be more sympathetic and sat-er. This system

will be assembled in the tomb chapel in the final phase ofthe project during December 2008.

To minimize the dust, a carpet was placed over the earthen floor until the new floor can be

put in place (Figure 6)

Beginning I I September until 2l October 2007' a series of high resolution digital

photographs were shot inside the tomb and color-calibrated on the computer using Adobe

Photoshop CS3. Each image was around 60 megaby'tes to capture as much detail as possible

for publication and archival purposes (Figure 7). The decoration in the tomb chapel was also

photographed in ultraviolet light or UV. Ultraviolet light is especially usetul fbr detecting the

presence ofcertain organic varnishes, binders, and arsenic-based pigments like orpiment.

Ultraviolet light also reveals later restoration by conservators because these areas typically

fluoresce differently than the original paint surfaces (Figure 8). After the tomb was

photographed, the photographs were rectified using a number of steps:



l. First the image was downsized to 8-bit and optically distorted: the first image was

the original photo and the second is optically distorted (Figure 9).

2. Ten points were marked in each digital image using Photoshop. eight along the

borders and two in the center. The border points were used to overlap adjacent

images, and the center points were utilized to enhance the rectification of the

image (Figure 10).

3. Then the image reduced and loaded onto a PDA. With the PDA, the points were

relocated in the tomb and their distance measured by the Total Station (Figure

1l ).

4. The photos were then rectified, and each rectified image was referenced in the TT

69 survey net. The surveyed points in the tomb were transferred onto the image

correcting its perspective and completing the process of rectification. Figure l2 is

a screen shot taken u'hile lvorking with the irnage on the computer: the image to

the upper right is rectified: the purple numbers below indicate the surveyed points

corresponding to the adjacent images.

5. These rectified images were joined to the net of measured points taken inside of

the tomb and stitched together to create a two-dimensional copy of each chapel

wall (Figure l3). The beauty of this process is that the resulting image relales

exactly to one Plane.

6. The stitched walls were reduced at a scale of l:2, cut into 43 slices and printed

out.

These photos are currently being used b)'1he conservators to color-code their intervention

points and areas of damage (Figure l4). As digital images, lhe stitched images rvere used by

archaeometrists to set their calibration points and by art historians to study work process and

style. In post-season 2007 and 2008, the stitched walls will be traced digitall) to produce line

drawings for print publication.

From October I 5th to November nth 2007 ' the Menna Project started its first

conservation phase. A major part ofthe 2007 season was the completion ofa condition

survey to identify a number oiconservation issues in the tomb. Taking the stitched
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photograph in Figure 15, each print was color coded to mark areas of damage and previous

restorations, seen here below left. The colored hard copies were then transferred into the

computer database. To date, the transfer of the color-coded drawings of the broad hall is
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finished, and those of the long hall will be completed during the

2008 conservation season.

As seen in Figure 15, a major conservation issue is the

presence of Paraloid B 72 (an acrylic polymer). At least two

conservations interventions can be identified inside of the

chapel of Menna: one in which Paraloid was used to reattach

the flaking paint; and another where Paraloid was painted on

thickly over the entire wall. Paraloid was popular in the 1970's

to stabilize the pigment layer, but is problematic due to the sheen it casts on the surface which

then collects dirt. Part of the conservation phase in 2007 was dedicated to the removal of the

Paraloid in the tomb which was either bound in at the time of the application or has since

attached to the surface (Figure 16). This was achieved by the use of acetone-coated cotton

swabs gently rolled onto the Paraloid-covered decoration.

Other issues included previous retouching (Figure 17: the lower red circle on Menna's arm)

and lime-based fills that smeared over the edges of the original voids. There are also a

noticeable tide marks around the fills that showed on the UV images which are the result of

the wet fill or prewetting of the void before filling (Figure 8). The tide marks could be a

result of l, an earlier organic based non-Paraloid consolidant like fish glue that was to

consolidate the edges before filling; 2, salts coming to the surface because of the wet fills; or,

3, it could be due to migration of the binder to the surface when water was introduced.
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Spectra ofthe binders and/or consolidants were taken during the archaeometry season and are

being analyzed to identify the underlying cause ofthe tide marks which will dictate how

conservation ofthese areas will proceed.

The Menna Project working in collaboration European Center for Archaeometry at

the Universify of Lidge, the University ofGhent, and Centre de recherche et de restauration

des musdes de France (C2RMF). conducted the archaeometry phase from the lTrh November

to 20th December 2007. The archaeometric methodology in the tomb of Menna started with

art historical and conservation visual observation and the analysis of the decoration

photography under different lights (Bowens DXl000. raking light and U.V.) as rvell as with

small hand-held optical microscope (Figure l8). Visual analysis focused on state of

conservation, pentimenti, and restorations in the tomb for the conservators as well as the

operational sequence ofthe decoration (backgrounds, grids, preliminary drawings, painting

applications, etc.) to determine artistic working zones rvithin in the tomb (Figure 19). Within

these working zones, points were selected fbr spectroscopic examination such as figural skin

tones, unusual colors, palette and specific painting techniques which were then plotted on a

digital photograph (Figure 20). Three complementary. transportable, and non-destructive

archaeometric techniques were chosen: ultraviolet (UV) - visible - near-inlrared

spectroscopy, x-ray fluorescence (XRF) and RAMAN spectroscopy (RAMAN) (Figure 2l)'

The beauty ofthese techniques is that they do NOT touch the walls, do NOT rely on

sampling, and do NOT harm the pigment or its matrix.

The aim of the archaeological analysis was to obtain objective duta on lhe materials

and techniques used in the tomb, to identily and characterize:

- the pictorial materials (pigments' charges. binders and coatings)

- paintingtechnology(operationalsequenceofdecoration)

- transfbrmations ofmaterials and past restorations



These analyses will be utilized to determine conservation-restoration strategies and

iustifications; to help maintain the chemical and physical prope(ies ofthe pictorial materials

during conservation: and to aid art historians with their study the artistic process ofthe

ancient painters.

All archaeometric processes work with the effect of light on the analyzed material that

activates or excites the atoms. The wavelength of light em itted is characteristic of an element

or organic substance, and the intensity of light emitted is proportional to its concentration.

For color analysis, these points were measured in visible, U.V. and near infiared (NIR) light

to quantify the full range ofcolors in the tomb. The idea \4as to take the broad view ofcolor

since color not only reacts with your eye in visible light, but beyond the visible which can be

documented. Color spectroscopy measurements are referenced on a color graph and on a

spectrum; the fluctualions in the graph indicate different colors (Figure 22). In other words,

the shape ofthe curve registers the type ofcolor. In Figure 22 two types ofcolors are seen:

Egyptian blue and Egyptian green.

To study the chemical components ofthe inorganic and organic materials' XRF and

RAMAN were used. Figure 23 illustrates the XRF machine that was built especially for the

Menna Project by the European Center of Archaeometry. The light source on the machine

was operated by wireless technology. Measurerrents \\'ere collected in the optics box rvhich

then sent the data to a computer with software that interpreted and registered the spectra on a

graph. Figure 23 shows a screen shot ofthe spectra graph for yellow which indicates a very

high proportion ofarsenic (As) that is found pure orpiment (As2S3). However, XRF is not

able to register the light elements like carbon black nor can it distinguish between organic

substances such as binders and varnishes. For this, RAMAN spectroscopy is used works to

identify complex inorganic and organic pigments as well as varnishes and binders. Figure 24



shows Dr. Peter Vandenabeele with MARTa, Ihe machine he has built especially for on-site

acquisition and analysis. These two techniques, XRF and RAMAN spectroscopy are

complementary and when used together. provide a complete analysis ofthe organic and

inorganic materials in the tomb. quickly and non-destructively. These two techniques along

with visible, UV, and near IR colorimetry allow the pigments, varnishes, binders, and plaster

in the tomb to be identified objectively on a physical and chemical level. The results provide

information on the date ofthe material (ancient or modern), and help the conservators with

their future restoration techniques. Since orpiment is a highly poisonous arsenic sulfide

(As2S3), the large amounts used in the painting of Menna's chapel necessitates that the

conservators be especially careful and use masks. Preliminary results indicate the following

pigments were used in the tomb of Menna:

Pure colou r Elements identified
b1'XRF

Pigments

Blacks C (not detected) Carbon black

Whites CaSSr

Reds FeAsSCa
Red ochre
Haematite

Realgar

Yellows FeAsSCa

Gree ns Ca Cu Egyptian green

Blues Ca Cu Egyptian blue

Cypsum
Calcite

Huntite ?

Yellow ochre
Goethite
Orpiment
Jarosite ?

These basic colors were combined in very different ways and proportions. resulting in

a very broad palette. For example. some greys were made with light layers ofcarbon on a

white substrate, but others are mixed to fbrm very light blues and greens. Spectra acquired

from RAMAN spectroscopy will be analyzed in order to understand the pigment recipes and
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organic binders. ln the case of skin hues. indeed the most representative and complex color

for interpretation, the tomb of Menna shows the combination ofred and yellow iron oxides

and red and yellow arsenic sulfides in all number of possible mixtures, some with the

addition of white to create lighter or whiter hues. or black to darken.

The preliminary results from the Fall 2007 indicate that the painters constantly mixed

their pigments, sometimes from one figure to the next. Based on the recipe ofthe pigments'

the Menna Project intends to track anon)mous artists who painted the tomb bf identifying

characteristic pigments by their color and chemistry to distinguish the work ofeach afiist on a

particular wall, or even on a given day.

For example, XRF spectra of the right inner hall with Menna and his wife.

Henuttawy, seated before a table ol'offering with their son Kha befbre them shows the

following (Figure 25):

LHIt 2I

LIIR ]2

LHR 39

Graph Point Color Chemistry Pigment

LIIIT I9 Foot of llcnuttarv) I{ed Realgar red (red arsenic sull]dc) +
iron red

Orpimenl (arsenic sulfide)+ iron r€d

Iroot ol Nlenna Red Ca. Sulfur. Fe, As. (Sr) Realgar red (red arsenic sulfide) +

iron red

Orpiment (arsenic sulfide) + iron red

Bright l ellou \\ ( a. Fc (Sr) OrpinlenlYcllo\\ basket

Skin ol Kha Ited Ca, Fe. Sulfur (S). Sr. As lron red + \,'hite

On the color spectroscopy graph, points I 9' 2l ' and 39 have the same basic curve

indicating they are the same red hue. Br[ the point 39 belonging to Kha is a darker, more

Saturated red, and thus the curve is closer to the bottom ofthe graph. And 32 is an entirely

different color, a yellow, which is specified by a different curve. So, the results indicate two

tlifferent reds being used, one for Henuttawy and Menna and the other for Kha'
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LHR 28. the yellow basket, was examined by RAMAN spectroscopy to clarity the

elements and organic components in the pigment reading. The pigment showed the presence

olcarbon black and gum Arabic may have been used as the binder (Figure 26)

Since red is a frequently used color and is mixed constantly, it is a great way to track

an artist's progress across the wall fbr that day. When visual analysis is added to the

archaeometric results, the following can be said:

l. Kha was painted first. then yellow orpiment was introduced into the red mixlure

with Menna and then even more orpiment was added fbr the skin of his wife.

Henuttawy.

2. The reds appear to have been differentiated to enhance the 'readability ' of the

scene.

3. The basket was painted separately using a separate mixture ofyellow orpiment

m ixed with gum arabic.

During the 2008 season, the spectra ofthe organic and inorganic materials used in

Menna's paintings will be analyzed to help the conservators chose the best techniques to

restore the chapel painting. During the 2008 season, visible and NIR spectroscopy spectra

will be acquired, analyzed and compared to the 2007 results as a check for the restorers so the

conservation of colors can be gauged precisely and objectively. These spectra will also added

to the extensive visual analysis conducted in 2007 to aid art historians rvith their study ofthe

various palettes, painting techniques, and specilic procedures that characterize the work

process of particular artists or a school in the tomb of Menna. The 2007 results and their

applications for the tomb of Menna will be discussed at a roundtable meeting between

archaeometrists, art historians and Egyptologists to take place June l0- l2 2008 at the

European Center for Archaeometry in Lidge, Belgium.

The Fall 2007 season ofthe Tomb of Menna Project achieved the first phase ofthe
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survey. conservation. and digital and scientific documentation of the tomb, its structure and

the chapel decoration. The digital and archaeometric techniques used in the tomb of Menna

mark a breakthrough for the fields ofconservation and the documentation ofancient Egyptian

monuments. The advantages ofthese techniques are: l. they are conducled with portable

devices without harming delicate or unstable decorationi 2. they assess the physical and

chemical properties ofthe colors, pigments, varnishes and binders without taking samples; 3,

they allow for the tracing oftexts and images into line drarvings wilhout louching the $alls:

4, and most importantly, these techniques aid conservators ivith their consolidation.

stabilization and final presentation ofthe painted decoration. During the Fall 2008 season, the

Menna Tomb Project will begin the archaeological survey ofthe burial shafts and forecourt at

the end of August until the middle of September, and, from September l9'1' until December

20th, will complete the final phases of the restoration. documentation. and digital

photography in the tomb. We hope that the final result enhances the conservation and

presentation ofthe tomb; and our understanding of Menna, his family, and the artistic

techniques that went into the creation of this exceptionally beautiful monument.
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Figure I
Surveyed plan of the tomb
chapel of Menna (TT 69)

Figure 2
Surveyed point cloud of
the tomb chapel ofMenna
(TT 69)

Figure 3
Broken flooring in the broad
hall in the lomb chapel



Figure 4
Removal of stonc emplacemcnt
and iron rod fiom the floor

Figure 5
Removal oI wooden harrier
system with insets of pane glass
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Figure 6:
Tomb chapel of Menna s it
currently exists with carpet on
the floor
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Figure 7
Hi gh-defi nition digital
photography

Figure 8
Ultravioler (UV) digiral
photography
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l,eft - Original phoro
Right - Optically disrorred phoro
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Figure l0:
Digital photo wirh
rectification points
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Figure I l:
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Figure 12
Scrcen shot taken while
working with the image on
the computer: the image to
the upper right is rectified:
the purple numbers below
indicate the surveyed
points corresponding to the
adiacent images.,)
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Figure 13
Stitchcd images of BHFL
(broad hall far left)

Figure 14
Mapping intervention
points and areas of
damage

Figure 15
BHFL
Condition Surveyt
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Figure 16
872 Paraloid Removal

Figure l7
Tide marks. refills.
and repainting

Figure l8
t eti: day light
Right: raking light
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spectroscopy

Figure 20
Points lbr spectroscopic
analysis plotted on a digital
photograph

Figure 21
Archaeomctric Proccsscs

Raman
spectroscopy
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Figure 19
Visual analysis survey
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Figure 22
Visual specboscopy graph
of green and blue

Figure 23
XRF machine. operation, and

spectra graph

Figure 24
RAMAN spectroscopy and
spectra graph

Egyptran green
Egyptian blue
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Figure 25
Color spectroscopy graphs and xRF readings (above)
indicating pigment mixtures with orpiment and ochre

Figure 26
RAMAN spectroscopy graph of
point 28 (yellow basket)
indicating a mixture with
carbon black and gum arabic
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